ABSTRACT Despite the tremendous progress made in learning-based depth prediction, most methods rely heavily on large amounts of dense ground-truth depth data for training. To solve the tradeoff between the labeling cost and precision, we propose a novel weakly supervised approach, namely, the GuidedNet, by incorporating robust ground control points for guidance. By exploiting the guidance from ground control points, disparity edge gradients, and image appearance constraints, our improved network with deformable convolutional layers is empowered to learn in a more efficient way. The experiments on the KITTI, Cityscapes, and Make3D datasets demonstrate that the proposed method yields a performance superior to that of the existing weakly supervised approaches and achieves results comparable to those of the semisupervised and supervised frameworks.
I. INTRODUCTION
Depth estimation has been extensively studied for decades due to its indispensable role in autonomous driving [26] , 3D reconstruction [34] , scene understanding and human pose estimation [37] . Traditional depth prediction algorithms take advantage of multiple views or observations with shading and motion because estimating depth from a single image is an ill-posed problem. With the development of deep learning, recent interest has focused on learning-based methods to perform single/stereo depth prediction, and promising performances have been reported with supervised learningbased approaches [6] , [23] . However, a substantial drawback of supervised learning methods is their dependence on a vast amount of ground-truth depth data for training. Active RGB-D cameras are usually adopted in indoor scenes, and LiDAR laser systems are popularly applied for outdoor environments. However, noise and sparsity are unavoidable in outdoor measurements, resulting in a much sparser ground truth with potential errors and missing details. An alternative method is to use synthetized dense ground-truth datasets [25] that lack realistic image characteristics.
In contrast to the abovementioned labeled data-driven methods, weakly supervised frameworks [9] , [11] have recently been exploited to directly predict disparity maps from images without the need for ground truth. However, the resulting depth is far from accurate due to a lack of ground truth. To compensate for this loss of accuracy, semisupervised methods [20] have been introduced to incorporate semi-dense laser depth measurements with rectified stereo image pairs. The significant improvement over single weakly supervised depth prediction demonstrates the vital role of supervision. However, these methods require a large quantity of groundtruth depth data, and the network can be affected by the noisy erroneous labels acquired by LiDAR.
In this paper, we propose a weakly supervised learning framework that takes advantage of ground control points (GCPs) for guidance in the training process. GCPs, which are points with high reliability of true disparity, are first incorporated into the graph cut [15] or Markov random field (MRF) constraint [42] . In this work, we perform an oriented FAST and rotated BRIEF (ORB) feature point matching across rectified binocular images with our novel bad-match-filtering method (DDS) to further improve the confidence. In our autoencoder framework, the feature-pointbased GCPs are complemented by the combined training loss and guide the network to learn a better image reconstruction. Note that our approach does not require explicit ground-truth depth data, such as in semisupervised methods, to achieve remarkable results. Consequently, we use the term ''guidance'' rather than supervision to demonstrate our GCP-fused approach. The right image is required in only the training stage; it is not needed for prediction. An example of our approach can be seen in Fig. 1 . FIGURE 1. Our Guided-Net for weakly supervised depth prediction. From left to right: rectified stereo image pairs, our improved skip-layer network with deformable convolutional layers, part of the feature points matching map based on our novel DDS method for visualization, our semi-dense guidance map and the predicted result.
In summary, we propose the following contributions:
• A novel weakly supervised learning framework for single-image depth estimation that incorporates featurepoint-based GCPs to guide the learning task.
• A novel algorithm based on disparity distribution statistics (DDS) for stereo feature point matching, which can generate both robust and accurate matches.
• A combination of training losses that includes the guidance loss, edge loss and reconstructed appearance loss.
• State-of-the-art performance in challenging outdoor scenes, such as KITTI [10] , that achieves a performance superior even to those of several semisupervised and supervised approaches.
II. RELATED WORK
Recent years have witnessed increasing developments in learning-based depth estimation approaches motivated by the availability of large outdoor datasets such as KITTI [10] and Cityscapes [4] . Various methods can be applied, for example, stereo matching, multi-view overlapped images and singleimage prediction.
A. LEARNING-BASED STEREO MATCHING
A convolutional neural network (CNN) was first leveraged to learn local feature representations for stereo matching [3] , [49] , [50] . The dot product was adopted on top of the convolutional layers to measure the similarity in [50] .
Chen et al. [3] adopted multiscale patches as input to fuse hierarchical features for the final decision. However, these methods merely utilize CNNs in the matching cost computation stage; they still rely on traditional postprocessing methods for accurate disparity computation. End-to-end stereo and flow networks are trained by a synthetic dataset to directly obtain the correspondence between two given binocular images [25] . Kendall et al. [18] incorporated contextual information using 3D convolutions over the cost volume in an end-to-end regression framework. Despite the remarkable performances achieved by the abovementioned approaches, they all rely on a pair of images and dense ground-truth disparity maps, which are almost impossible to obtain in real world outdoor scenes; thus, their training is constrained to relatively small datasets.
B. MONOCULAR DEPTH ESTIMATION
Recently, learning-based monocular depth estimation methods have been proposed to solve the ill-posed problem by learning the potential cues from appearance and distance. Saxena et al. [31] adopted a discriminatively trained MRF with multiscale local and global features under the supervision of ground-truth depth. Simonyan and Zisserman [38] addressed monocular depth prediction by applying two subnetworks, one for coarse global estimation based on the entire image and the other for further refinement. Rather than using hand-crafted features, Liu et al. [23] learned the unary and pairwise potentials of continuous CRF in a unified deep framework. Laina et al. [21] proposed a fully convolutional architecture to model the ambiguous mapping between monocular images and depth maps. Semantic segmentation was further integrated to improve the performance of monocular depth estimation [22] , [43] . Kendall and Gal [17] presented a novel Bayesian deep learning framework to learn a mapping for aleatoric uncertainty from the input data, and it is composed on top of the epistemic uncertainty models. These authors derived their framework for monocular depth estimations. Xu et al. [46] addressed monocular depth estimations by a novel framework based on continuous CRFs for fusing multiscale representations derived from CNN side outputs. Semisupervised methods attempt to learn depth estimation with limited supervision and to improve the performance of weakly supervised strategies. Kuznietsov et al. [20] used semi-dense LiDAR depth as the ground truth for supervised learning in combination with an image appearance loss. However, mounting labeled data are still required. Deep3D [45] was trained directly on stereo pairs to predict a probabilistic disparity-like map as an intermediate output and minimize the pixelwise reconstruction error.
Given the high cost of acquiring ground-truth depth data, weakly supervised learning approaches are attracting increasing attention. Garg et al. [9] exploited a coarse-to-fine architecture for depth estimation based on reconstruction loss; nevertheless, the framework is not fully differentiable and requires linear approximation. Godard [11] et al. employed an image reconstruction loss and left-right consistency to perform multiscale encoder-decoder training. The carefully designed loss function ensured detailed depth prediction, but large erroneous regions in disparity discontinuities and VOLUME 7, 2019 thin objects remained. Tonioni et al. [40] use the off-theshelf stereo and confidence algorithms to train the network. Yin and Shi [47] proposed a jointly weakly supervised learning framework for monocular depth, egomotion estimation and optical flow from video sequences. Geometric relationships are extracted over the predictions of individual modules and then combined as an image reconstruction loss, reasoning about static and dynamic scene parts separately. An adaptive geometric consistency loss is proposed to increase robustness towards outliers and non-Lambertian regions, which resolves occlusions and texture ambiguities. Zhan et al. [51] constructed an end-to-end visual odometry and depth estimation network by using stereo sequences, enabling the use of both spatial and temporal photometric warp error, and constrains the scene depth and camera motion to be in a common, real-world scale. They also improved the depth estimation network by using the deep feature-based warping loss instead of the photometric warp loss. Kundu et al. [19] proposed a novel unsupervised domain adaptation method, AdaDepth, for adapting depth predictions from synthetic RGB-D pairs to natural scenes, and they demonstrated AdaDepth's efficiency in adapting learned representations from synthetic to real scenes via empirical evaluations of challenging datasets. To this end, we propose a guidance strategy to improve the performance of weakly supervised approaches. We first extract semi-dense but reliable GCPs by means of realtime ORB feature point matching based on our DDS. Then, the guidance maps are used to enforce an additional loss by minimizing the error between the control point disparity and the estimation. This strategy does not require supervision from ground-truth depth or video sequences; thus, we call it guidance rather than supervision.
C. GROUND CONTROL POINTS
GCPs were first used in global stereo matching [42] and Structure from Motion [28] to add constraints to global optimization. Traditional handcrafted selection of GCPs can be implemented by a variety of confidence measures [14] , [36] as well as semi-dense key point matching. Recently, an ultrarobust outlier filtering algorithm for feature point matching named GMS [1] enabled the translation of high match numbers into high match quality. Alternatively, many methods leverage deep learning to compute the confidence and select GCPs. CNN was first utilized for confidence measurement by discriminating disparity patches whose difference with the median value is lower than a threshold [35] . Poggi and Mattoccia [30] enforced the local consistency assumption by exploiting a deep patch-based network for confidence measurement. GCPs learned by a supervised learning approach were further integrated with an MRF-stereo framework to improve the matching accuracy [39] . In our work, to make training easier, we adopt real-time modified ORB feature point matching for selecting GCPs instead of learning-based strategies. Specifically, we constrain the searching range according to the left-right consistency and maximum disparity of the calibrated image pairs and further eliminate outliers based on the probability distributions of the semidense guidance points for disparity.
III. THE PROPOSED APPROACH
This section introduces our multiple semi-dense disparity guidance map and illustrates how it is incorporated into our improved depth prediction framework. A novel depth estimation training loss is presented by adopting robust feature point matching to guide the learning process, which enables us to train on stereo image pairs without requiring supervision from the ground-truth depth. During prediction, only the left image is required to generate the final disparity map. An overview of our approach is presented in Fig. 2 .
During the training process, given a pair of rectified stereo images, our goal is to predict the disparity value for each pixel in the left image, which represents the difference in the horizontal coordinate of the same point projecting on the left and right images. Accordingly, if given a left image and left disparity map, the right image can be reconstructed, and vice versa. The warping functions of the left and right images are as follows:
A. SEMI-DENSE DISPARITY GUIDANCE MAP BASED ON DDS
Depth measurement by LiDAR has some shortcomings, such as measurement noise, requirement for calibration precision between sensors, sparsity of the distance measurements, limited range of the measurement and unaffordable high cost. In contrast to the LiDAR-dependent semisupervised monocular depth prediction approach [20] , we obtain a semi-dense guidance map by robust feature point matching. Compared with sparse key feature point matching in SLAM [29] , which extracts only the high-confidence points for camera position computation, we require dense feature points to form the guidance map. However, the traditional feature point matching methods based on SIFT [2] and RANSAC [7] are not sufficiently dense and accurate to produce both robust and evenly distributed matching points, as introduced in [1] . First, our method achieves basic feature matches by leveraging the characteristics of rectified stereo image pairs. Stereo-rectified images have provided useful a priori geometric constraints for feature point matching, and they are used here for filtering incorrect matches to adopt more reliable matching points computed by ORB. The details are explained in the following section. We limit the searching range of the stereo images according to the consistency of rectified pairs. Specifically, the matching points should be in the same row, and the column coordinate of the matching point in the left image should always be greater than the corresponding point in the right image due to the nonnegative disparity values. Furthermore, we consider the influence of the maximum disparity, which helps to avoid some wrong matches. A novel method called DDS (disparity distribution statistics), which FIGURE 2. The proposed framework for depth prediction guided by semi-dense ground control points. Our DDS filters the incorrect matches and provides a multiple semi-dense guidance map based on multi-acutance images. Training losses consist of three items: the guidance loss computed from multiple semi-dense guidance maps and disparity maps, the edge loss computed from edge-preserving images and disparity maps, and the reconstruction loss computed from the original and reconstructed images. Note that during the prediction stage, only the original left-hand image is required.
is a statistics-based bad-match-filtering method according to the disparity distribution probability, is proposed to obtain sufficiently dense feature point matches and to filter the outliers for accuracy. It is a reliable method of encapsulating disparity smoothness as the statistical likelihood of a certain number of matches in a region. Nine regions around cells {i , j } used in score evaluation in GMS [1] . The red match is the wrong match ignored by GMS, which also has sufficient supporting matches.
Previous work [1] has proved that true matched neighborhoods view the same 3D region and thus share many similar features across both images, which results in a number of supporting matches in the neighborhood. In contrast, false matching neighborhoods view different 3D regions and have far fewer similar features, which reduces the matching support. In the GMS algorithm [1] , after each feature in image I b has found its nearest neighbor in image I a as shown in Fig. 3 , all the matches are filtered according to the following formula:
where thresholding S ij is used to divide cellpairs{i, j} into true and false sets T , F. α = 6 is experimentally determined and n i is the average number of features (of the 9 grid-cells in Fig. 3 ) present in a single grid-cell. The score S ij for cellpairs{i, j} is:
where |X i k j k | is the number of matches between cells i k , j k shown in Fig. 3 . Different from [1] , we converted the disparity smoothness constraints into statistical measures to eliminate the error matching. Each reliable match should have both sufficient supporting matches and satisfy the disparity distribution according to the constant-local-disparity [24] . The disparity calculation formula for the left matched feature point is as follows:
where X l and X r are the horizontal ordinates of the matching features in the left and right images, D l is the disparity of the left feature points, and δ local is a relatively smaller positive value. Here, ps n is the label of the n potential supporting feature matches in the δ local area in the left image, and D l is the difference between the disparity value of the matching feature point and its potential support ps n .
where δ D is a relatively smaller positive disparity value. According to formulas (5) and (6), if the disparity value of the left matching point is closer to the value (
we can obtain formula (7). According to formula (7), the smaller the value of δ D is, the closer the potential supporting feature matching point is distributed around the matching point. If the disparity difference D l between the matched point and the potential supporting point satisfies D l − δ local ≤ δ local , this potential supporter is true. If the disparity difference between the matched point and the potential supporting point is too large, ( D l − δ local > δ local ), this potential support point is filtered. Similar to the rationale used in formula (2), if there are sufficient such supporting points with similar disparity, the matching point is a reliable point. For GMS:
where δ grid is the size of the grids. From the formula, we can see that D l is dependent only on the δ grid . In other words, even when the supporting points around the match are sufficient, the disparity smoothness in a local area cannot be guaranteed. As shown in Fig. 3 , for those areas with repeated textures during stereo matching, the method of [1] may ignore incorrect matches that also have sufficient neighborhood supporting matches, because the local smoothness of the disparity map is not considered. In conclusion, for stereo feature point matching, the smoother and denser the disparity feature points around the match are, the more reliable this match is. According to our deduction above, we use the disparitystatistical method to determine whether sufficient dense points with similar disparity exist around a matching point. We first compute the disparity map according to all the matching points. Then, for each matching point, we compute the histogram of disparity values in its local neighbor region. If a disparity value similar to this point occurs very frequently, then many reliable supporting disparity points exist around this point.
More specifically, we use the grid framework for fast statistics. We divide the disparity map by nonoverlapping k × k grid regions. All the disparity values are divided into n classes (uniformly distributed n intervals from minimum to maximum disparity). By counting the number of points in each class, we obtain the disparity histogram. Then, we FIGURE 4. Our DDS stereo matching method to obtain both robust and accurate feature point matches based on the statistics of the disparity distribution. The wrong red point is filtered according to our DDS, which considers the local smoothness of the disparity map. Note that the left disparity map is the one without using our DDS.
calculate the disparity histogram in each grid. As shown in Fig. 4 , we define the 3 × 3 neighbor grid regions as the local neighboring regions of the red point and then merge their histograms. If the red point belongs to the top S high frequency classes, we regard it as a reliable point. The higher the frequency of the red point's class is, the more supporting points that red point has. For those background regions of the image, the disparity distribution has a large span; consequently, the disparity histogram is uniform, and the potential right point may not belong to the top S high frequency classes. In such situations, we further consider whether the number of the points in its disparity class exceeds β of the number of top 1 high frequency class. When the red point does not satisfy the disparity distribution mentioned above, it will be rejected as an outlier. Based on experiments, we set the grid size to 30 × 30, n = 10, S = 3, and β = 1/3 are experimentally determined to limit the | D l | between the red point and its supporting point to a small value, which guarantees the smoothness of the local disparity. Our DDS algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Original semi-dense disparity map produced by ORB with the limitation of the rectified stereo image, the disparity maps with additional RANSAC [7] , GMS [1] and our DDS method. Note that the semi-dense guidance map produced by our DDS has fewer incorrect disparities, which makes the loss function more reliable. Fig. 5 provides an example illustrating the comparison of the normal stereo feature point matching method without any filtering algorithm with RANSAC [7] , with GMS [1] and our DDS method for stereo matching. The result in Fig. 5 shows that the guidance points extracted by our approach are more accurate and reliable than those obtained without using our method. We evaluated our DDS on the KITTI 2015 stereo 200 training set. According to the available disparity points in the images, our DDS increases the accuracy by nearly 10% compared to that of GMS.
Algorithm 1 DDS Feature Matcher
Input: A pair of rectified stereo images; Output: All reasonable matches P;
1: Detect feature points and perform feature points matching; 2: Filter outliers according to the a priori geometric constraints of the rectified stereo image; 3: Calculate the disparity values of the I matching points and generate the disparity map; 4: Divide I points into n classes (uniformly distributed n intervals from minimum to maximum disparity); 5: Divide the disparity map by nonoverlapping M grid regions (k × k) and compute the disparity histograms of the n classes in each region; 6: Define the point i in grid m as P i m , and its class is C i m . The number of points in this class is N i m ; 7: For each grid, merge the histograms of the 3 × 3 grids.
Sort the merged histogram by the number of points in the class, from large to small. Here, ϑ m are the sets of the top S high frequency classes. Define the maximum number of classes in each region as N max m , and β as its coefficient; 8: P = ∅ 9: for m = 0 to M do 10: for i = 0 to I m do 11: if C i m ∈ ϑ m then 12: To compare the computational efficiency of our method with that of the GMS, we use the OpenCV ORB features and set the feature number to 10000 following by [1] . The GMS takes 1 ms in single thread CPU-time, and our DDS takes approximately 5ms. The computational efficiency of our grid-based algorithm is close to that of the GMS, which also performs better than other state-of-the-art and traditional methods mentioned in [1] . Fig. 9 and Fig. 11 show the qualitative stereo feature point matching results based on our DDS.
B. MONOCULAR DEPTH ESTIMATION NETWORK WITH DEFORMABLE CONVOLUTION
We adopt the encoder-decoder scheme for our monocular depth prediction network. The architecture is shown in Fig. 6 . Note that the semi-dense guidance map and the right image are used only in the training process to compute the loss and are not fed into the network. During prediction, there is no need for right images, which is why we categorize our approach as a monocular branch. The input of our network is a left RGB image. The right RGB image as well as the left and right semi-dense guidance map, are used directly at the output of our network. The encoder resembles a ResNet-50 [12] architecture and subsamples the input image in 5 stages. The first stage convolves the image to half of the input resolution and each successive stage stacks multiple residual blocks. After reaching the largest receptive field, the decoder is applied to obtain the output with the same resolution of the input image using the corresponding residual blocks. Inspired by [11] , we incorporate the skip-layer connection into our network to merge both edge and context information. We also replace the common convolution layers with deformable convolution [5] layers because deformable convolution can enhance the geometric transformation modeling capability of CNNs. The process is illustrated in Fig. 6 . The deformable convolution adds 2D offsets to the regular grid sampling locations in the standard convolution, which enables free-form deformation of the sampling grid. The offsets are learned from the preceding feature maps via additional convolutional layers. The offsets are obtained by applying a convolutional layer over the same input feature map. The convolution kernel is of the same spatial resolution and dilation as those of the current convolutional layers. The output offset fields have the same spatial resolution as the input feature map. The channel dimension of 2N corresponds to N 2D offsets. The convolutional kernels for generating the output features and the offsets are learned simultaneously during training. Our model succeeds in preserving clear and detailed contours after adopting the deformable layers. The details of our network architecture are shown in Table 1 .
C. TRAINING LOSS FUNCTION FOR THE NETWORK
We present a novel loss function that incorporates three weakly supervised losses, including our novel guidance and VOLUME 7, 2019 TABLE 1. Our network architecture. We denote a convolution with a filter size of k × k and a stride s by conv k s . The same notation applies to pooling, deconvolution and deformable convolution layers, e.g., max_pool k s , deconv k s and deformable k s , respectively. Each convolution layer is followed by batch normalization except for the last layer in the network. We use ReLU activation functions on the output of the convolutions except at the inputs to the sum operation of the residual blocks, where the ReLU functions come after the sum operation. res_block s denotes the residual block with stride s at its first convolution layer (see Figs. 6 for details) . The input in the table corresponds to the input of each layer where + is a concatenation.
edge loss. As shown in Fig. 2 , edge loss is based on the edge gradients of the image processed by a bilateral filter and the disparity image, which includes less weak texture. Guidance loss is based on multiple semi-dense guidance maps and disparity maps. Guidance left and edge left are the enhanced images obtained using the Laplacian filter and edge-preserving filter. The combined loss function is defined in the following formula:
where w g , w e and w r are the corresponding weights of the three weakly supervised loss items. The loss of guidance based on multiple semi-dense guidance maps for disparity is E guidance , the loss of the edge based on the disparity gradient with less weak texture is E edge , and the loss of the reconstructed image appearance error is E reconstruction . Note that we discard the loss of the left-right consistency used in [11] , because we symmetrically calculate all the loss functions for the left and right images, which implicitly enforces left-right consistency. I l and I r are the rectified left and right images. The detailed meanings are explained in the following.
1) GUIDANCE LOSS BASED ON MULTIPLE SEMI-DENSE GUIDANCE MAPS
The guidance loss measures the deviation of the predicted disparity map obtained by CNN from the semi-dense guidance disparity map generated by robust matching feature points at the given pixels. Because of the different number of GCPs obtained from images with different textures, the loss is unstable. Therefore, we propose multiple semi-dense guidance maps to allow the network to learn more from those images with less texture, which leads to a reduction in the influence on the loss by the quantity variance of the GCPs. As shown in Fig. 2, a Laplacian filter is applied to obtain a sharper image and denser guidance map. Our guidance loss is defined as:
where ζ and 1 − ζ are the weights, which are adaptively changed during the training process. The weight is equal to the ratio of n actual to n total , where n total is the total number of all feature points and n actual is the actual number of the matched feature points.
Note that * indicates the result based on the original image or the enhanced image. E guidance and E * guidance are the losses based on multiple semi-dense guidance maps with multiacutance images.
d and d * are semi-dense guidance maps generated by the original stereo pairs and the pairs after sharpening by the Laplacian filter. 
2) EDGE LOSS BASED ON EDGE GRADIENTS
Although the disparities should be locally smooth with an L1 penalty on the disparity gradients and depth discontinuities often occur at image gradients, texture gradients exist inside the objects in RGB images and should not be taken into the final loss function. Inspired by [6] , we use an edgepreserving filter to constrain the weak texture gradients, to make the smoothness loss used in [11] more reliable. We select the bilateral filter, which is a nonlinear, edgepreserving, and noise-reducing smoothing filter for images. The bilateral filter replaces the intensity of each pixel with a weighted average of intensity values from nearby pixels. Our edge loss is defined as: Fig. 2 . N is the number of pixels, and r indicates the right pixels. Note that the summation is for all pixels.
3) RECONSTRUCTED APPEARANCE MATCHING LOSS
We evaluate the direct image appearance loss at the sets of image pixels. Linear interpolation is used for subpixellevel warping. The reconstructed appearance matching loss is denoted as follows:
where δ denotes the set of available x in the whole image, and N is the number of pixels. All three functions are symmetrically formulated based on both the left and right images, which ensures consistency in the predicted depth maps.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate the performance of our method, we quantitatively and qualitatively compare the state-of-the-art weakly supervised and semisupervised monocular depth estimation methods and non-deep learning stereo matching methods. The evaluation focuses on five main components. (1) Comparison with the baseline weakly supervised monocular depth prediction approach [11] and its variant models. 
A. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
Before training our network, we apply our DDS for rectified stereo image pairs to acquire the semi-dense guidance maps.
The input stereo images are resized to 512 × 256 before being fed into our DDS framework for 10000 feature points. Based on our DDS, we can obtain approximately 6000-8000 accurate matches for each image. After sharpening for guidance loss, the number of matches is increased by approximately 10%. The model is trained for 60 epochs on an NVIDIA GTX 1070 with 8 GB memory, which allows for a batch size of 5. To train the network on the KITTI raw dataset, we use stochastic gradient descent with a learning rate of 0.01 and a momentum of 0.9. We set the weights of the guidance loss, edge loss, and reconstruction loss as w g = 1.0, w e = 0.1 and w r = 1.0, respectively. Note that in the experiment, our guidance loss based on multiple semi-dense guidance maps results in large gradients if added at the beginning of training, which could cause divergence of the model. Therefore, we set w g = 0 during the first five epochs and recover it to 1.0 gradually during the next five epochs to obtain a convergent optimization.
B. DATASET AND EVALUATION CRITERIA
Evaluations are conducted mainly on stereo image pairs with ground truth on the 2015 KITTI raw data and Cityscapes [4] benchmark. The sequences contain stereo images taken from a car driving in an urban scenario. We evaluate our approach on the KITTI raw dataset, which is split into 28 testing scenes as proposed by Liu et al. [23] . The remaining sequences are adopted for training and validation. The detailed depth evaluation metrics used in our comparison are derived from [6] . Note that the first three experiments are conducted using the same evaluation code and depth range as Godard et al. [11] .
FIGURE 7.
Qualitative results and comparison with the state-of-the-art weakly supervised method [11] . The first rows are the left images from KITTI, the second row is the weakly supervised method [11] , and the last row corresponds to our method. Note that our method provides more precise details because of our novel semi-dense guidance map based on DDS, as well as the loss function.
C. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE-OF-THE-ART
First, we compare our results with the state-of-the-art weakly supervised depth prediction method [11] on the 200 training images of the KITTI benchmark (the training dataset is the same as that in [6] , [11] , and [20] , namely, the KITTI raw dataset). The quantitative results are given in Table 2 . As demonstrated in Table 2 , for all metrics and setups, our approach performs better than the baseline work. We outperform the best setup of Godard et al. [11] by 40% in terms of RMSE and by 17 pixels with regard to D1-all. We also [10] . For training, K is the KITTI dataset [10] and CS is the Cityscapes dataset [4] . Res denotes that the residual network is adopted instead of the VGG model [38] . Compared to the state-of-the-art weakly supervised depth prediction methods, our model performs the best. For Abs Rel, Sq Rel, RMSE, RMSE (log), and D1-all, lower values are better; for the remaining measures, higher values are better.
TABLE 3.
Quantitative results of our method and approaches reported in the literature for the test set of the KITTI Raw dataset used by Eigen et al. [6] . For the RMSE, RMSE (log), and ARD, lower values are better, and for the remaining parameters, higher values are better. For supervision, ''Depth'' means that the ground-truth depth is used in the method; ''Mono. '' means that monocular sequences are used in the training; and ''Stereo'' means that stereo sequences with known stereo camera poses are used in the training. ''Synthetic'' means that synthetic RGB-D datasets are used in the training. qualitatively compare the output of our method with the baseline work in Fig. 7 . Next, similar comparison experiments are conducted on more state-of-the-art approaches and our method. The results are given in Table 3 and Fig. 8 . For [41] , [27] , and our proposal we report the accuracy A for the predicted labels (computed for points with available ground-truth), the average density D on the 8 sequences.
Our method outperforms stereo supervised methods such as [6] , [11] , and [51] , the supervised approaches such as [6] and [23] , and all mono supervised approaches. Without the aid of LiDAR depth data, our model is able to achieve results comparable with those of the semisupervised method in [20] . Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 11 .
Following the methods of [9] and [11] , we also implemented a stereo version of our model (see Table 4 ), where the network's inputs are both left and right views. [11] without the bilateral filter, and the skip-layer network without deformable convolutional layers. For Abs Rel, Sq Rel, RMSE, RMSE (log), and D1-all, lower is better, and for the remaining, higher is better.
TABLE 7.
Comparison of different settings. The results are shown for the KITTI 2015 stereo 200 training set disparity images. The baseline uses the reconstructed appearance loss, disparity smoothness loss used in [11] without the bilateral filter, and the skip-layer network without deformable convolutional layers. Our full approach is shown in bold. For Abs Rel, Sq Rel, RMSE, RMSE (log), and D1-all, lower values are better, whereas for the remaining parameters, higher values are better. To further prove the advantage of our DDS compared with other state-of-the-art unsupervised GCP methods, such as those in [27] and [41] , we perform an additional experiment followed by [41] .
As shown in Table 5 , the pseudo-ground-truth data generated by [27] performs slightly better than our DDS in term of density. However, the distribution of high-confidence GCPs on the disparity map is heavily dependent on the basic stereo algorithm. The GCPs generated by dense stereo matching methods can only provide ground-truth guidance (as the one provided by laser) because limited monocular feature information is contained in such GCPs. In contrast to the methods of [27] and [41] , DDS is a feature-point-based matching method. The GCPs based on DDS provide accurate and robust disparity values as well as distribution information on the key feature points for every monocular image, which can help the network extract and learn more important and robust features from monocular images. This factor ensures that the DDS is a more beneficial alternative than other methods used for monocular depth estimation. We have also evaluated training with different GCPs methods in Table 6 . As shown in Table 6 , our superior experiment generates indicators that VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 11. Qualitative results of our approach on the test set of the KITTI Raw dataset used by Eigen et al. [6] and the guidance maps based on our DDS (only for visualization).
demonstrate the advantage of using the feature-point-based GCPs provided by our method. Qualitative results are shown in Fig. 9 .
D. ABLATION STUDY
For the ablation study, we analyze the contributions of the various design choices of our approach. As shown in Table 7, TABLE 8 . Results for the Make3D dataset [33] . Following Zhou et al. [52] , we apply the model trained on KITTI to the test set without any of the Make3D data for training. Following the evaluation protocol of [52] , we match the scale of our depth predictions to the ground truth and compute the errors only for pixels in a central image crop with a ground-truth depth of less than 70 meters. For supervision, ''Depth'' means that the ground-truth depth is used in the method; ''Mono. '' means that monocular sequences are used in the training; and ''Stereo'' means that stereo sequences with known stereo camera poses are used in the training. ''Synthetic'' means that synthetic RGB-D datasets are used in the training.
in the first row, only the reconstructed appearance loss, disparity smoothness loss without the bilateral filter, and skiplayer network are used for training the baseline. Next, we add deformable convolution (Base + Deformable), a bilateral filter (Base + Bilateral) and both (Base + De + Bi) together. Then, we use our multi-acutance DDS (DDSm). The combination of all the variants achieves outperforming results (denoted by the last row in Table 7 ). Our ablation results clearly demonstrate the benefits of employing our novel methods for depth prediction.
E. GENERALIZATION TO OTHER DATASETS
As demonstrated in Table 2 , we train our model on Cityscapes [4] , test it on the KITTI 2015 stereo 200 training set, and achieve state-of-the-art results. Our model trained on the KITTI raw dataset is also quantitatively evaluated on Make3D, as shown in Table 8 . In addition, we train our model on the KITTI raw dataset and test it on the Cityscapes dataset to further validate the generalization ability. The qualitative results on images in the Cityscapes [4] and Make3D [33] datasets are shown in Fig. 10 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel weakly supervised approach that incorporates feature-point-based GCPs for guidance. Supervised and semisupervised learning requires costly depth measuring sensors and strongly relies on the ground truth of the dataset without leveraging the characteristics of the stereo image pairs. Our weakly supervised method can predict more accurate depth maps than those of the state-of-the-art weakly supervised methods while maintaining real-time processing.
